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Text: 1 Thessalonians 5:8-11 (p.1171) 
 
We are designed to be growing in the Lord.  Growth shows health.  Growth 
brings ____________. 
 

For growth to occur, we must do it ______________. 
 
___________ each other’s worth. 
 

__________________.   What would it do for a person – for us - to be 
accepted and embraced not for what we can do or what we can give, but 
just because we are?  What kind of ___________ would it communicate?   
(Rm. 15:7) 
 

No matter how much money we have or don’t have, or how much 
education we have or don’t have, or what kind of skills we have or 
don’t have, we are each of value – _____________ _____________ – 
to God. 

 
________________.  Have you ever noticed that what we give attention 
to tends to grow? 
 

Attention is costly because it requires ___________. 
 
Focused attention is one of the greatest acts of __________ a person 
can give.  (Mt. 10:29-31) 

 
_________________. (Rm. 16:16) 

 
____________ for each other’s growth. 
 



Though we can’t pray for everyone, we can pray for the growth of 
our ___________ and those in our ___________.  (Col. 4:12) 

 
__________ to each other. 
 

Most of us think wrongly about confession. To confess means to 
acknowledge something as _________ or ___________.  It is to be 
honest with someone about what is going on in our lives. (Jam. 5:16) 
 
If we need forgiveness from sin, all we have to do is confess to God 
and He forgives.  That is an absolute ____________ of God. 
 

But often people ask God for forgiveness and still feel so guilty, 
still feel hung up, still can’t let go of the ____________. 
 
God has wired us that we need each other.  And as part of this 
wiring, God has made it so that ____________ doesn’t come 
from just telling God. 

 
_____________ comes from confessing to each other and then 
______________ we go to God and find healing. 
 
If Jesus, who was without any faults or sins, needed _____ or 
_______ close to him to share all of life with, we are definitely going 
to need that as well. 

 
______________ each other’s commitments. 
 

Anything that is valuable and _____________ takes commitment.  
Nothing affects our lives more than our commitments.  For growth, 
for change to occur, it takes commitment. 
 

The way we really remember 9-11 is to renew our commitment 
that our lives will not be ___________ but will be lived for what 
is best – lived for the ___________ ____________. 

 
For those commitments to be lived, make no mistake.  We will have to do 
it _____________ - connected as God’s people. 


